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DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE OF FAMILY OF DWT’USING SCROLLS

WITH MIXED-FLOW IMPELLER AND VANELESS DIFFUSER

By W. BYRONBROWN and GUYR. BEADSEAW

SUMMARY

.4 family of di~uting 8molls w detigned for U8P with a
mixed-$ow impeller and a ~malldiameter ranele8s difwer.
The design theory, intended to maintain a uniform prewure
around the scroll inlet, perm&+ dew-mination of the position of
*troll cross wctiww ~f preawigned area by conm”dem”ngthe
radial w-iafion in j?uid density and the eyfwh of frktion along
the scrolL Inaemuch a~ the deeign method leares the crow-
eectional shape undetermined, the effect of certain rariation.s
in scroll shape wag inzestiga[ed by stud~~.ngscrol18baring a ng[e8
qf diwrgence (of the scroll WL1l.sdi?um8tream of the entm nce
w’tion ) Qf ~4”, @“, and 80”. A second 80° scroll uw of
a~gmrnetrical construction and a third was pla~ter-cast instead
qf sand-cast. fich wridl wa8 te8ted a8 a compre880r component
at actual impeller tip s-peed~ of 700 to 1S00 feet per second
from full throttle to surge.

T%e change8 in 8croll geometry and in surface condition em-
ployed in thi$ dudy had only Unimportant eJe.eta on compre880r
pe~ormance, although 8ome eridence exified that the 24° diver-
gence angle wa8 too wnallfor optimum performance at the highetit
tip speed~. !ii%h thi~ possibie exception, the resuh indicated
that the dem.gn method is applicable owr the range of wroll 8hape8
inre8tigated.

fompartion of orer-d compressor performance, using the
$ame impe[ler and .?ariou8 di~u8er-collector combinatimw,
tihowed the performance of a 20-inch Luneltx8 diffu8er and 8croll
to be approximately the same as that of a tl+inch wnele88
diffu8er and collector ring and to hare higher eficiency and
pre8wre coej%<tnt than a 17-inch rnned di~u8er and co[lector
ring. Substitution of the wroll for th collector ring, with the
Xl-inch m.nelew diJu.ser, remdted in .wb&tantial increa8ei+ in
ejk-enq and prawure coefim”ent, and in an eztension of the
operating range to h~her txdue8 of load coej?cient.

INTRODUCTION

ii survey of unpublished data on compressor performance
wit h both varied and vaneIess Musers U@ the same im-
peIIer suggests the possibility of combining the desirabIe
characteristics of the two types of difker and thus increasing
the adaptability and the performance of centrifugal coLu-
pressars. The vaneless diffuser has the advantage of a
relatively wide operating range at reasonably high eflkiencies
because of freedom from blade stalbg and absence of shock
wa-res from guide vanes. This advantage, however, is ac-
companied by a serious pensH y in size; the vwneless diffuser

is considerably larger than the wined diffuser that gives
equivalent energy conversion.

Examination of unpublished a-raiIabIe clata on the relation
bet we.en -raneIesa-cWuser diameter and compressor perform-
ance indicated that the decrease in vaneless-diffuser effi-
ciency with reduction in size was approximately proportional
to kinetic+nergy Iosses at the inlet to a conventional coktor
ring, and that the substitution of a diffusing scroll for the
collector riq might- reduce these losses to the point where a
smalldiamet er -raneks diffuser couId be efficiently em-
ployed.

In order to investigate the possibilities of this combination,
a family of five scrolls was designed for w vrith a 20-inch-
chamet er ~aneless diEfuser. The design theory, suggested
by W’iIliam Bollay in a Pratt & Whitney report, determines
the circumferential Iocation of a given cross+ectional area
but does not & the geometry of the scroll. During 1945,
an e-qerimentaI investigation was therefore undertaken at
the NACA ClereIand laboratory to study the validity of the ‘“
design theory, to examine the permissible variations in cer-
tain form parameters, to stud-j the effect of these variations
on compressor performance, and to determine the effect of a
diffusing scroII on wmeIea9diffuser performance.

The method employed in designing the scrolk is described
and the experiment al results obtained with the five dHerent
scrolk are presented. Compressor-performance curves also ‘“””
compare the performance of the same impeIIer used with (a)
the manufact urer’s varied diffuser, (bj a 20-inch vaneIess
Muser, (c) a 34-inch-&meter -ianekss ditluser+ach with
the same collector &m, and (dj the 20-inch vaneless diffuser
with a diffusi~~ scroLL

SYMBOLS

The following symbols are used in thk report:
width of smd passage at any radius normal to

center line of diffuser (fig. 1), inches
speciiic heat at constant. pressure, foot-pounds per

pound “F
impeIIer+utIet diameter, feet
coefficient used in scroll cakulat ions
friction factor
acceleration of gra-i-it~, 32.174 feet per second per

second
abbreviations used for integds in smd calcula-

tions
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distance along center line of diffuser from scroll
inlet to center of circle bouncling scroll (fig, 1),
inchm

perimeter of scroll section, inches
moment of force (torque), pound-inches
impeller speed, rps
total-pressure ratio, ratio of total pressure at

compressor outlet to total pressure at com-
prwor inlet

static pressure, inches of mercury absolute
vohlme flow at inlet., cubic feet per second
volume flow computed from tot,al pressure and

temperature at inlet, cubic feet per second
pressure coefficient
radius of scroll-profik arc, inches
radial distance from axis to any point in scroll,

inches
totnl temperature, 0 R
static temperature, 0 R
tip speed, feet per second
velocity of air, feet per second
radius ratio (r/rJ
ratio of specific heats
angle betweu center line of diffuser and radial

direction, degrees
correction factor for nouradial diffuser (1/cos rS)
adiabatic ei%ciency
ratio of inlet temperature to standard sen-level

temperature
weight density, pounck per cubic foot
friction index used in scroll calculations
shear stress, pounds per square inch
azimuth rmgle around scroll periphery measured

from tongue (fig. 2), rrtdians
Subscripts :
0, 1,2, cross sections of scroll, starting with O at tongue

. . . n (except on pressures)
i scroll inIet
max maximum radius (or radius ratio) for scroll sec-

tion under consideration
?’ radid
e tangential

DESIGN THEORY OF DIFFUSING SCROLL

The basic design principle of a clifhsing scroll is that the
static pressure be constant mound the periphery at the scroll
entrance and that the width of the scroll 6 (fig. 1) be assumed
a function of only radial clistance and independent of the
azimuth angle @ (fig. 2).

The design theory comists esserdiaHy in determining the
circumferential location of a succession of presekcted cross-
sectiom.1 areas of the scroll. The location is fixed by de-
termining the radial variation in the density of the air passing
through the scroll and the change in angular momentum due
to friction between the fluid and the wall of the passage.
In the determination of the radial variation in density,

Diffusing
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the change of state of the fluid is assumed to be reversible
and adiabatic. The analysis is thereby simpMed and,
inasmuch as the radiaIdensity ratio across any one section of
the scroll (isentropic compression assumed) was found to
have a ma.xinmm due of about 1:1.1, the error introduced
by negkct.ing friction is negligibly snmII. The effects of
friction cannot, of course, be ignored in cakdating the
Iocation of the chosen cross sections from the equation of
anguIar momentum.

RADIAL VARIATION IN DJZXSITY

By combining the isentropic equation

()
‘1-l2? =.!.

.Iu ti

and the reIation between total and static temperatures

the density ratio may be -written in the form

:=[’+ZH’”’-91A (1)

Equation (1) may be so moditied as to gi~-e the density ratio
in terms of inlet conditions and geometrical constants of
the scroU. The continuity equation provides the re~at,ion

where r is the distance to the midpoint of b.
If the effect on 1“, of the density change is now assumed

negligible compared with the ef7ect produced by changes in
r and b, the equation becomes

(2)

When friction is neglected in the determination of the radial
variation in density (isentropic+tate change), the principIe
of conservation of angular momentum gives for the tan-
gent ial component of the mlocity

Rewriting equation (1) in terms of radid and tangential
velocity components and substituting the mduea of V, and
l“, from equations (2) and (3) yieId

.

Equation (4) gives an e.xpr=sion for the density at any
radius, under the preceding assumptions, in terms of scrolJ-

idet conditions and geometric constants of the scroll that ___
are known as soon as the cross-sectional shape has been
chosen.

CIRCllMFEEE?iTIALLOCATIONOF CHOSEN CROSS SECTIONS OFSCROLL

For flow through. the scroIl, the equation of continuity
gkes

J
r-’=

PlbiT7T,irt+=,, pbT”,Edr (5)

In determining the radial variation of the tangential compo-
nent of the velocity, the tiect of friction is considered by
assuming that

(6)

The index u is closely proportional to the friction eoe&ient
over a short distance but changes slowly through the scroll.
Its value is fied by the condition that the equations of
continuity and anguhu momentum be satisfied simuhane-
ously. Inasmuch as the actual design procedure is a step-
by-step process, u is assumed constant ordy over a singIe
segment of the scroll and may take a new -due for the next
segment.

From equations (5) and (6)

If equation (7) is rearranged and r/r, is set equid to z,

The abbreviations

JJ7ii ‘at.upbedx.——L=~i ~ pi bi X

and (9)

give equation (8) the form

A second equation in + and r is required. This equation
can be obtained from a consideration of the Ioss in angular
momentum due to friction, expressed in terms of the torque
on the segment between adjacent cm= sections. Because
of friction, the torque per unit Iength

31–––frdlr

Inasmuch as neither r nor r changes greatly OVer a segment,

mean vaIues may be used and
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where the bar indicatw the mean value found from the
relation

J
?_r(71ri~=i

The applied torque due to surface friction over the segment
between sections 1 and 2 in the voIute (half scroll) M,., can
be written as

(12)

-f*J3ecnuse T–2 PV9r equation 12 maybe written

M,_,= –{ (7,+;,) (v,,?ml,+ V&’Pm) 0$2+1)

The values for ~o,, and ~e,z obtained from equation (3)
instead of equation (6) may be inserted in this equation
and result in considerable simplification without introducing
appreciable error. This substitution, using a mean vahe of
density for the segment 71.2, and rearrangement allow this
equation to be put in the form

(14)

The outflow of angular momentum per second through tho
second section is

J‘m=~Ve,32b~~~dr
ri

This expression is equal to the inf70w from

sr
“z p1V&2b1rledr

n

the firstsection,

plus the inflow across the periphery of the second segment,

PJ{Vr,iVi9,fr?(42-4J

minus the torque loss in the second segment due to friction
Ml-e; that is,

J‘mas JTU=
PZV8,g2b*riedr= ~i

r~
Plvg, ?b,rlc dr+

@ibiV,,iV6,ir?– Fl-wiVe,?r?bi) (A–cM (15)

When equation (15) is soIved for #Z

( )
1–.f71-2 ~i

1 JT=pabgr~edr
‘@’i ‘=-* ri

–– –— v&,*-pf b{ rt rt

1
J

“r-E b~rl Cdr ~7@~LF
V@.{Vr,f rc

1-2;:01+41 (16)pi bi rt ri .

If the value of Vt from equation (6) k substituted, if z=r/ri

is used, and if the quantities unclm the int,cgral sign me
rearranged, the expression

may be. put in the form

with a similar expression m ~ and bl for the second in[cgml.
Using equation (8) and the addit.ionaI abbreviation

allow the ~~pression to be put into the form

1=,*—2uJ,, 2+ u2*I,,S

where the second subscript identifies the scroll scgmen t
consideration. Equation (16) then takes the form

(
Vo,t

)
H—zKt 4a=1z, 2–2u21F,z+dI,, a–l,, 1+

(
T7#,i

2aJH,l - UI*I,,I+ 1
)

‘FI-a T, dI

For the first segment of the scroll, lwtween tho tongue and
the first cross section,

@o= L,o=lH, o= L,o=o

from which it follows that

(

178~
1—Fo-l ~

)
@l‘~r, I—ztdp, 1+ U121,. I (10)

lf equation (19) is substituted in equation (18)

( .)
1—F1_a~ ~~= 1., a– 2uJp, s+ C**l,, g—

=1=, ,—2a21ti,2+u/I&2—(F1-i—~o-1) * A

(20)

In general, then, for the nth segment,

(
VO‘

,)
1—F(.-l)-z ~ 1##=~., .—2L7J~, .+ rs2~#,~—

(F(a--n-n —F(~-2)-(m-l))A-1 fi;–

(F(A)-(A) –F(M)-(rd&-I ~–. . .-

(21)
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DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR DIFFUSING SCROLLS

The area at the scroII outlet can be approximately calcu-
lated from the continuity equation. Intermediate areas,
between the scroII outlet and the tongue, of any desired
rmmber and size can then be arbitrarily chosen and the
circumferential Iocation determined. Because the design
theory requires specification of the cross-sectional mea but
not the form of the scroll, a rather wide range of geometrical
shapes was employed in the experimental investigation.
After a definite scroll shape had been chosen, the folIowing
design procedure was used:

1. The cross-sectionaI shape of the scroll me chosen.
2. From the geometry of the selected scrolI shape, tb e

values of b and r that corresponded to the preselected cross-
setgicnd areas of the scroll were found.

3. The value of p/pi was calculated from the design condi-
tions at the difber outlet by equation (4). (If desired, a
curve may be plotted giving p/Pf as a function of r/r~.)

4. The three integraIs I., 1., and 1. mere calculated from
equritions (9) and (17) for each section. In order to
simplify the procedure, curves were pIotted for these inte-
grands and graphically integrated (fig. 3).

6.4
!! ~ ! !I 1 1 1 t 1 1 1

S.6

4.8

4.0

-0

132
$?
&

2.4

\b+-zi-l
Lf6 LZ4 C
A&on radius of scro[iel.snent,=
tin mdbs “bfScrew I?lsei

FkurtS.–TYPkd Lntqrands for mkdatfng facatknd dfffmnt sad.f sectfons.

5. From equation (14), the due of F(n.l)-. was caIctiated
for successive segments of the scroll, starting from the tongue.

6. YaIues of 4 and u were found for successive cross sec-
tions from equations (10) and (21) by using the appropriate
value for n (n= 1, 2, 3, . . .) for each station. Curves were
then drawn giving the relation between the dimensions of
each section and the angle @(fig. 4). (The value forj=O.008
shown in fig. 4 was taken from appropriate pipe-flow data.)

Azimuth ongle, p, o&q

1 1 i I [
x

+ * +

Azimuth angle, p, rodr’~

Fmrm L–ReMfon between dfrnensbms of scroIl ssctiom and D?rfpkd P.@-.

APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

ImpeIler and dilTusers.-The blades of the raked-flow
impeller used in this investigation have a gradual curvature
throughout their entire length instead of the more conven-
tional, sharply curwd inducer section at the inlet. The
impeller is semishrouded and has a matimum diameter of
11.24 inches; the air leaves it at an angIe of 30° with a plane
normal to the impeIIer axis. Because of space restrictions,
this angle was gradually changed to 25° in the diffuser.

The diffusers, having diametem of 34 and 20 inches, are
vaneless and the same except for size; the 20-inch was formed
simply by cutting down the 34-inch diffuser to the desired
diameter. They have a design rate of area e..ansion equal
to that of a 6° cone and were designed by methods described
in reference 1.

Musing scroIIs.-Doub1e scrolk were used in this study,
each subtending an r@e of 180° (fig. 2). By means of
circuhr arcs, the throat of the scroll is faired into a trapezoidal
cross section (as seen in a plane through the impeller atis),
which in alI cases but- one is symmetricrd about the center
line of the diffuser. This trapezoidal cross section is cIosed
at the outer end by another circuhar arc. The angle between
the diverging walls is used to identify the scrolls. hgles of
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80°, 24°, and 40° were used in this study. ScrolI cross
sections are shown in figure 5. One 80° scrolI was so con-
structed that the center line of the diffuser was paraIIel to
one wall of the scrolI (fig. 5 (a)). This scroII was constructed
to examine the possibility that the asymmetrical distribu-
tion of area might reduce secondary flows to a singIe vortex,
instead of tmro vortices, and so decrease frictional losses in
the scrolls. Another 80° symmetrical scroll was cast in
plaster instead of sand in an attempt to produce a somewhat
smoother surface, All the other scrolls were sand-cast,
Five scrolls were studied: 80° symmetricfil; 80° asymmetrical;
80° symmetrical, plaster-cast; 40° symmet~icaI; and
24° symmetrical. The final section of the scrolls was faired

(a) ‘ (b)

---- —----- t%rmal to inpelkr GXIS
.— Diffuser cm fep fIM

“(0) id)

(a)W e.symmetrical. (h) m“ Symmctrfcd.
(c) ?4” synlmebical. (0 @ symmetrical.

FIGURE5.—Cress sectkm of scmdls.

into the outlet pipe with a rate of area expansion equivalent
to that of a 6° cone throughout.

Design conditions for the scroh, chosen LO correspond
with optimum impeller operating conditions, were: Air
density, 0.0750 pound per-rubic foot; voIume flow, 72.33
cubic feet per second; LOLSI temperature at scrolI inlet,
689° R; circumferential component of air velocity, 359 feet
per second.

Experimental setup, —The campresaor was driven by a
1000-homepower dynamometer through a variable-speed

magnetic coupling and a step-up gearbox. A speed w rip
in combination with a stroboscopic t achometw oprrat ing cm
line frequency was used in maintaining FLconstant. SPWV1.
A flat-plate orfice installed at (he inlet to a ltirge orifice tank
was used to measure the flow. The comprcasor and thu
inlet and outle~ ducts were heavily insulated to rcducc kcat
transfer.

Standard instrumentation (reference 2) wws insttillcd for
the determination of compressor over-all performance.
Additional pressure measurements were taken nt the diffuser
outlet and inside the scroll. The location of tlwsc prcssuro
instruments in the scroll inlet is shown in figure 2. These
scroll-inlet instruments, together with the wall stat ic-
pressure taps near t.hc outer boumhwy of the scroII, provided
a method of verifying the design assumption tlmt the com-
pression was practically isentropic and thnt the pressure
around the scroll inlet was essentially conshmt.

Experimental procedure, —The recommended promdurc
for investigating cent rifugal comprcssore (rcfcrcncc 2) was
followed. Runs were made at actual impeller tip spuds of
700 to 1300 feet per second, at intervnls of 100 feet per
second, from full throttle to surge. All the runs vmrc made
at ambient inlet-air tcmpcraturc and with the collector
discharging into the laboratory c.shaust sysLem. Tho uni L
was throttled at both inlet and outlet find, wlmucver pcwiblc,
outlet pressure was maintained aL 10 inches of mercury
above atmospheric.

RESULTS AND DISCUSS1ON

COMPARISONOF PERFORMANCE OF SCROLLS

Performance characteristics of (ho compmssor wiih each
of the scroIIs nre shown in figures 6 and 7. ln gcnerai, only
small variations in compressor pmformrtnco result from the
differences in scroll geometry employed in this study. Ihk
eficienc.ics (fig. 6) are about the same for all t l~c scrolls and
occur at approximatdy the same load cocfhienl. The
manner in which the efficiency drops off m maximmn load
coeflicicnt is approached differs slightly, but thurc is no
obvious relation between these variation and the mmlifica-
tiona in scrolI shape. At- u tip speed of 1300 fwt pm second,
the 24[ scroll shows slightly but consistently lower cfficic~hcics
rmd exhibits a tendency to choke at slightly lower vnhws of
load co.eflicient t.htm the other scrolls.

pressure ratios of the comprcwor with each of the scro]b nL
actual tip speeds of 700 to 1300 feet. per second arc showu in
figure 7. The pressure ratios for all tho scrolls nre csscnt idly
the same although there is again some cvi(lence that at. lhc
higher tip speeds the 24° scroll is slightly lCSScfloctivo thnn
the others. Comparison of the porformanco charnctwist ics
of aII the scrolls indicatw that} with Llw possible except iou
of the 240 scroll, all are within the applicable range of tIlis
design theory.

The circumferential distribution of static prcssmw tit [hc
scroll inlet is shown in @ure 8 for [hc design flow and fur
maximum and minimum flows aL a tip spwd of 1000 feet per
second. At design flow, the pressure is esscnt-ially const ant;
the deqign method therefore app~ars to give the rcquirml
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FICIUEE7.–Total-pmwrra mtfo of eornpre.?sorwith dlfterent scrollsat aekral tlp sp?edsof 703to lWJIfeet pm aeemi.

pressure uuiforrnity around the scroII inIet. At maximum
flow, the static pressure at the scroIl inlet decreases con-
tinuously ns the a.nguh!r distance from the tongue increases
because the necessary velocity in the. scroll requires conver-

&32 \
u%
i-. I
.0 I I I I 1~1 I I

Azimuth aqle, p, ak?g

FKNIEE&–Clraurnferential preasum dfatrlhtionat scroll Mat foraetual tlp apead of KOOfeet
par semnd.

sion of static pressure to dynamic prcs9ure. At minimum
flow, the presure increases arouncl the scroll inlet, showing a
higher rate of diffusion along the scrolI thun tit d~wign flow.

The assumption of a raditd-chmsity ratio of 1:1.1 from thc
inIet to the outer boundary of the scroll was invcstigutcd by
taking static-pressure readingw mum the outer pmiphrry of
the scroll. The maximum density ratio tit design condi[ ious
was found to be about 1:1.07; km, IN apprecinblc error is
introduced by assuming an iscntropic change of s[titc for
design computations.

The characteristic curves for the compressor, on recom-
mended coordinates (reference 3), arc giwm in figure !3 for
the sand-east 80° symmetrical scroll. Bemuse the vrwia-
tions in comprwsor performance with the diffw-mt scrolls
were slight, these pw-forrmmce curves mfiy bc considcrw.1
representative of slI the scrolls.

COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE OF VAR1OU9 CO.MPRE9SOR
CONFIGURATIONS

Unpublished data were available from expcrhmnts in
which the type of impeller used in this invedgntion wm ruu
with: (1) the varied cliffuser dcsigmd by the mamlfncturcr
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261 I f 1 , 1 I t , I r
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FrGcm 9.–TypkJ rerfornwica ctrrvrs of mnmr condstfng of mhed-flow hnpeDer
Wncb difhser, and mndust W symmetrical scrril

for this impeIIer followed by a coIIector ring; (2) the 20-inch
vaneless diffuser (the same one used with the famiIy of smolhs)
foIIovmd by a colIector ring; (3) the 20-inch difber and a
musing scroil; and (4) a 34-inch vanekss difluser (the same
as the 20-rn. except for diameter) followed by a collector
ring, which permitt&I intercomparisons of compressor opera-
tion tith various components. The over-alI compressor
performance with these d.iderent configurations (figs. 10 and
11) vias compared for an actual tip speed of 900 feet per
second because directly comparable data were a-raihib]e for
the four compressor @staIIations at this.speecl

Substitution of the 20-inch vaneles for the wined difTuser
(both with a cdector ring) resuIts iu a Ioss of 3 to 5 points
in efficiency over most of the normal operating range (Ioad
coefficient, about 0.20 to 0.25] but postpones incipient surging
to considerably Iower flows and increases the maximum
capacity (fig. 10). When the collector ring is replaced by a
scroIl, the efficiency is raised to values 8 to 12 points higher
than those for the same diffuser and a coIIector ring, and the
operating range is appreciably extended toward the high
Ioad coefficients. The 20-inch vaneless Muser and the
scroll raise the efficiency from 3 to 8 points above that for
the varied diiker and colIector ring and provide a much
wider operating range. Except at the highest flows, the
efficiency of the 20-inch difluser and scroll compares well
with that of the 34-inch d&ser and collector ring.

g~~T~&sl—zl

FIGru6 [0.–MWbatfc eEicienq’ of mmpresmr consisting of mixed-flow impeIIer WIUI
~Uwmmdm~utitfp_tiWf~~mn&

Jrmiatious in pressure coefficient (fig. 11) due to changes
in ditluser and collector are qualitatively simiIar to those in
efEciency. Substitution of the 20-inch vaneIess diiTuser for
the ~aned diffuser resuIts in a 3- to 5-point loss in pressure
coefficient. Substitution of the scrolI for the colIector ring
raises the pressure coefficient to -raIues appreciably above
those with the wined difTuser and collector ring and to about
the same values as those for the 34-inch difTuser and colIector
ring. AIthough the CUI-VESshown are for acttud tip speeds,
the equiYaIent tip speeds were neady enough alike to aLIow a
qualitative comparison.

FIG13L611.—PresnrrecoeG3cfentMcrmnpremr mnsisttugrlmbd-flow hnpdk wkh mrbm9
dMrW9andcolkkus atactoal tIpspwdofWKlfeet per second.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS

A method for designing diffusing scrolls was developed and
applied in the construction of a family of scrolls of difhmmt
cross-sectional shape9. The scrolls were then investigated
as a compressor component with an 11.24-inchdiameter
mixed-flow impeller and a 20-inchdiameter vaneless dfi”user.
The performance of a representative scroll was then com-
pared (for the same impeller) with that of other configura-
tions incorporating a collector ring instead of a scroll, The
following results were obtained:

1. The design method accomplished the desired circum-
ferential uniformity of pressure at. the scroll inlet under
design conditions for the scrolls investigated and hence was
applicable throughout the range of geometric variations
empIoyed.

2. The changes in scroll geometry and surface condition
employed in this study resulted in negligible differences in
compressor performance though indications exist that the
24° divergence angle is too small for optimum performance
at high tip speeds.

3. Substitution of the scrolI for the collector ring, both
with the 20-inch diffuser, gave increases in efficiency of 3 to

12 points, substantial increases in pressure cocfficicnt, and
extended the operating range to significantly higher values of
load coefficient.

4. The compressor performance with the scroll and 20-i~ic’h
vaneless cliffuser comparwl well with the pcrfmnancc when
a collector ring was used with either a 17-inch varied di[Iusrr
or a 34-inch vanelesa diffuser.

FHGE~ PROPULSION RESEARCH LA FIORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR ~ERONAUTICS,
CLEVELAND, OHIO,Oc~obw1847.
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